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About This Game

While on duty you’ll need to remain ever vigilant and question any suspicious behaviour to protect your small American town
from a rising criminal threat. Off duty you’ll need to visit friends, family and live life to its fullest. Your actions while at work

and home affect your stress levels. If you spend too much time fighting crime, you will be under severe pressure that will affect
your ability to uphold the law.
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You’ll need to question witnesses, administer breathalyser tests, block off roads for city events, site mobile speed cameras and
pursue fleeing criminals on foot and in one of the specially designed police vehicles.

Features

Rise through the ranks to take on more dangerous missions

Career mode with an optional realistic difficulty that includes permanent death

Fight crime while on duty and manage your social life while off duty

Four police squad vehicles to unlock and drive while on duty

Five different camera modes while driving squad car

Citizens of Mountain Valley can behave suspiciously. Stay ever vigilant to spot danger

Perform breathalyser tests

Talk with citizens of Mountain Valley to discover the location of fleeing criminals

Run vehicle checks (broken lights, illegal plates, expired licenses etc)

Order vehicles to pull over

Exercise speed calming measures by placing speed cameras

Place traffic cones to block off roads

Force entry into a house by kicking the door down, requesting a warrant or you could just try and knock politely
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Arrest anybody but suffer the consequences for abusing your power

Own a house and decorate the interior by purchasing fridges, TVs beds, floor rugs etc.

Buy your own vehicle while off duty and explore the town

Manage your hunger levels by purchasing food

You can manage your stress control by performing actions including watching television, taking a nap or having a shower

More than 200 different variants of missions to complete
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Really clever neo-arcade game. It's an arena shmup with momentum-based movement like Asteroids, but with the added twist
that shooting and thrust are mapped to the same button: hold the button to thrust forward, and tap the button to shoot (which
also has recoil, giving you a bit of backwards momentum). You've got to find a ballance between thrusting and shooting. As the
game progresses, there are some nice enemy designs and some really cool powerups to keep things interesting (and colorful)..
This game is sweet, cute, and fun! You guide or heroine through her new life as an artist-for-hire. It isn't really like Harvest
Moon or Stardew Valley at all. There is no time limit or even a time component at all really, you go through the days of the
week but the months are not even seperated. That's a good thing is this game's case - the pretty arwork along with the really
sweet music make this one of the most relaxing games I've played in months!. "Drunk or dead" is a very funny wave-shooter! If
you like the following things, this game might be your idea of fun:
1) drinking and shooting
2) zombies
3) women

This game is basically a wave-shooter with a lot of cool ideas and funny twists. I won't spoil them for you, but you are going to
play this in VR and you can do whatever you want to do (and I mean: whatever!)! Just have fun and enjoy the game!
. I am torn when thinking about providing a review for this DLC.
On one hand, I really like the time period, the struggle on the Eastern Front etc.
On the other hand , the Panzerkrieg DLC is full of bugs. I think the Artistocrats should have waited with the release.

Even from the start of the DLC, there are bugs with importing your core. It took me 3 tries in order to get everything right, to
get my leaders, units etc. There are bugs with mission objectives, for example in the Sevastopol scenario I didn't get the
Luftwaffe hero. There also seems to be a bug with the new Waffen specialization: it doesn't provide the +10 RP per turn as
advertised.
The last one made me stop playing the DLC, until they fix it in a patch.

So I will give it a failing grade this time. Just so that the developers spend more time QAing the next DLC.
PS. I still love the game though.. This addon has received some poor reviews. Let me say I was SUPER excited to see LU
Heritage stock coming to TS. The 1938 Stock may have some recycled sounds, but the interior is certainly a LOT better the
IoW 483. The Pannier is fabulous, a Pannier with no BR shedplate. This is very nice, but also opens up GWR reskin
opportunities. If we ever want to see any more classic Met stock (Met 1, 353, Milk Brake, etc) reviews need to be good. I will
say, I was disappointed by the fact that only 20142 and not identical 20227 was included, and by the fact that there were no
teaks, merely straight port-IoW coaches, but after running it, and making a few personal changings, I can forget all of those
minor bugs. Hopefully they will change too. It is LU people, what other options are there? I have a feeling this stock will be
coming in useful rather soon as well..... While the Golden Realms Expansion for Age of Wonders III only offers one new race,
this expansion adds a lot of new features to the game - units, items, spells and skills - all of which are usable in the random map
mode, as well as a new campaign and a couple of new scenarios.

The halflings (effectively hobbits, if you prefer) are the main feature of this expansion though. While they may seem a bit weak
and wimpy at first, they do have one very useful thing on their side - luck! This helps them to survive dangerous encounters
more effectively than you might expect them too. Although I've never been a fan of halflings myself, I have to admit that I've
had a lot of fun playing them, much more than I expected to.

Even if you're not a fan of halflings, this is an essential addon in my opinion, if only for all of the other features it includes..
remember the saying, if the product is free its charging you something somewhere.
Well this game stole my time. it is so realistic
. I used to play these marble platformers a long time ago and I remeber them being incredibly hard to beat. And this game is no
exception; really fun and very beutiful

BUT the game does need some work:

You cannot completely disable the sound
The menu buttons are sometimes non-responsive
The game is good-looking but is super blurry
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When you fall, you clip through every object
The game takes WAY too long to reset each level for how difficult it is

The game really just needs a couple patches and some performance enchancements, over-looking the bad the game is quite
enjoyable(I also like the gamepad functionality). If you are after a game that brings nostalgia from the good ole pokemon days,
then this one is for you! If you have all the skills from being " the very best" then the ability\/fight system of Ghostlords should
be familiar to you.

-Good retro pixel art and fun point to point area map with plenty of Ghostlords and wandering ghosts to fight.

-Constructive crititque - Customizable charatcter should be relatively easy to incorporate into this game, which is a feature that
almost all modern games (even retro style ones) offer and are expected to have by most players.

I would like to see a more solid save game function as I have lost my ghosts several times after saving, only to come back on and
have an entirely random point to return to. Just create a normal save file please.
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This game is perfect for parties. Super easy to learn and lots of fun!. I'm a huge fan of Marble Blast Gold and Marble Blast
Ultra, and while I didn't expect this to be the exact same game, I hoped it would evoke the same feeling. Sadly it did not; it
seems a bit too rough and unpolished, the lighting effects aren't too great, the backgrounds can at times be so bright they make
the level itself hard to see, and the mixture of different texture styles are a bit jarring to the eyes.

When you make a game based around trial and error for solving the levels, a lives-system is infuriatingly aggravating and adds
an extra level of frustration to the game. The timer for the puzzles also includes all your previous attempts as well, which makes
the solve-timer seem somewhat skewed. My biggest gripe with the controls is the fact that you can't turn the camera around, but
rather tilt it left and right in an odd fashion, which makes precision jumping an absolute nightmare. Now I don't mind difficulty,
Marble Blast could drive my patience into the ground and grind on it and not let up until I decided to GIT GUD, but
compounded with a limited number of lives (although it doesn't take many coins to buy 100 lives) takes away from the
experience.

The physics seem a bit wonky at times as well, there's a sequence of falling platforms that you have to get across in one of the
earlier levels, and if you're on the platform when it starts falling, the direction you'll be sent bouncing off into is seemingly
completely random.

I feel there is so much potential in this game, but the menus look like they're straight out of the 90's, the aestethics rub me the
wrong way (the textures gives me the cheap low-key indie vibe in some levels), and the fact that precision jumping is a total
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 when you can't tell if your jump will be straight or not, and it just makes me long back to
Marble Blast Gold and its sprawly levels of creative and sunny look and feel.

In its current state I cannot with good conscience give this game anything but a thumbs down; the game isn't strictly speaking
BAD; while I didn't expect it to be Marble Blast, and I expected to be let down on at least a few points, the fact that it let me
down on nearly all points means the game doesn't get my recommendation. I applaud the developer and hope they can take it to
heart and make either updates to the current game, or a new one with improved controls, a little face-lift, and perhaps some
more cheery backgrounds (that perhaps also wouldn't be so taxing on lower end machines as well), then they can have a new
review and perhaps a recommendation from me too.

TL:DR; there is a lot of potential in here, but the games' controls are too restrictive to deliver a good experience. Bad camera
controls make precision jumping a pain, and the backgrounds can be too demanding for low-end computers without choosing a
very low resolution.. One word. Masterpiece.. By far the best MUD (or singleplayer... if you prefer) I have ever played.
---------------------------INCOMING TRANSMITION----------------------------
ROMEO-ALPHA-VICTOR-ECHO-NOVEMBER-WINTER-OSCAR-OSCAR-NOVEMBER
--------------------------APPROVED-----------------DISREGARD TRANSMITION-----OUT. I like the concept and the feel of the
game. Setting up and running a factory to build products and controlling every aspect of production is pretty nifty.

A list of bugs and observations I've found.

- Item interaction has some bugs.
- Employees get stuck on a pallet or a whole pallet of goods gets buggy and any employee that tries to interact with it gets stuck.
- After wrapping a pallet of finished product, its easy to unwrap it when trying to load it into the truck and it has to rewrapped.
- Sometimes employees get stuck on each other at shift change at the time clock.
- Raw materials used for making products have no pricing that I've seen and completed products don't either, it's hard to figure
out a business plan without pricing.
- There needs to be more detail with the "quests" that come up to build a certain amount of products in a specified time period
and an actual time for the time period rather than a number.
- There's also a burglar that shows up at 2am every morning and will steal something. Kind of annoying. Still figuring out about
the walls that can be built, but there are no doors that can be built for building entry, so I wonder if employees can get it with
enclosed walls and no door.

Keep working on it, I look forward to seeing improvements.. There are so many bugs: a lot of collision bugs, a blonde character
with a dark haired sprite, a human enemy with an orc sprite, a character using a bow fighting in close combat, so many useless
techniques (the mage is stronger with her knife than with her spells)... And it's not a 10 hours rpg as written on the store but less
than 5 hours.. [NOTE: This review needs to be updated. Will update it soon.]
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Originally, I decided I wasn't going to buy this game because people said it heavily resembled a mobile game (Microtransaction
City). However, because I love the franchise so much, I decided to ignore the negative reviews and buy the game anyways. Hell,
I even bought the KP DLC. So that's 100 dollars down the drain.

Scores-

Story: 6.5\/10 - The story-line definitely has its flaws. It appears lazily written and confusing in many ways but I was somehow
always excited to see where the story would go next. Also, STOP letting D'Vorah KILL OFF FAN FAVORITES
you\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

Krypt: 7\/10 - The developers were right to drop the MKX style krypt movement. It's like a game inside of a game! If that ain't
cool, I don't know what is. There's puzzles, secrets, and many easter eggs. On top of that, the majority of the krypt is
randomized, the only things not randomized being chests opened with hearts and very specific items. The RNG for regular
chests was not really a good decision in my opinion.

Kombat: 9\/10 - Great! Fun to get into learning the characters' move-sets. -1 point because some of the movement animations
are lazy. If y'all fix those weird animations then I'll boost this up to 10.

Training: 9\/10 - (Learning frame data, blocking, gauge management, etc...) The tutorials are wonderful for helping new players
(and returning) learn how it all works. The only issue I have is that the tutorials for individual characters are lacking and don't
really teach you how to do decent combos. Just look for character combo guides on YouTube.

Online: 8.5\/10 - It's pretty much the same as MKX's online except they established an easier-to-navigate menu for finding
rooms and KOTH matches. Thankfully NRS did do something about the ridiculous desync issues that would happen randomly,
regardless if the ping was great. (If you're still having desync issues then I'm sorry :L)

AI teams: 8\/10 - Can be fun. Just depends if you invest your AIs fighting points well. You can use these neat little bots to fight
your towers for you, as well as other players' AI teams. It was really something seeing my little
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Kollector AI destroy the opponent and then proceed to fatality the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out of them.
Just a tip for newbies - Invest your AI points into "Rushdown" and "Kombo" (30 points for each). Having them set in these
categories will make it (definitely) easier to conquer towers and (maybe) AI fights.

Kustomization: 9\/10 - Awesome customization choices. I wish they'd make some more clothing for the women that isn't so
covering, though. Not to be THAT person - The base outfits are great and make sense in the story, but there should be a little
more diversity after that. Even bringing back Klassic skins for the ladies would be neato.

New characters: 5\/10 - I do like the looks, move-sets, and voices of the new characters, but they just don't live up to to
expectations. Cetrion and Geras were nothing more than servants to Kronika. Their characters didn't develop, they just followed
blindly to the very end. Kollector - and don't get me wrong, I love the guy AND he's my main - adds nothing worthwhile to the
story and is also just a servant to Shao Kahn.

Old characters: 8\/10 - I still love all the old characters and I'm glad to see Noob as a playable again.

Gear System: 8\/10 - It's terrible, but I love it.

Kurrencies: 7\/10 - Too many different types of currencies but it's not really the end of the world. For the newbies, or returning
MK players, you'll get the hang of it very quickly.

Towers 9\/10: Towers of Time are typically not difficult to overcome, but sometimes modifiers can be really harsh.

Overall score: [will add later]
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Edit: Grammar, wording, and run-on fixes. A bit more elaboration. I did not really proofread the first time I posted.
Edit #2: Score changes, more elaboration [Not done with review, I'm still editing it to accurately reflect latest patches and my
honest thoughts] Will also come back for spelling and grammar fixes. I'm editing this at 6 in the morning with no sleep.. I
actually thought this was a decent game. The graphics weren't great but it doesn't take away from the experience much.
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